With the Class of '70 busy this week at traditional Wooster Reunion, the three freshmen women shown above were welcomed by a special commission of their leaders of the faculty. From left to right are Sylvia Spohn, Jerry Murray, Jeanne Blandchen, Dr. Ralph Bland, Ralph Moore, and Dr. Warren Spanier.

New SFRC Plan Cracks Down On Chapel Chiselers

Chapter members are in their second year and one person remains under protest at present daily "chiseling charges," according to action taken at a recent meeting of the Student-Faculty Relations Committee Wednesday night. Passage of this motion was the result of reconsideration of a vote taken in the spring. The beater-presented member of St. Mary's provided for a probation period of card signing, similar to the junior class. Classes were to be recorded in designated areas, and seniors and sophomores in traditional chapter fashion. Two monitors assigned at each exit would check cards.

Objectives to the plan include the possibility of a snow-balling attitude of neglect, misuse of signing cards, and slowed emptied of the chapel.

It was reported that there was a "sleeping in" situation at the "chiseling" and "sleeping in" under the chapel committee will be installed at new and attractive fixtures in the church.

Lehman Plays at Frost Reception

Karin Lehman's exception will play for the first formal dance of the class during the final phase of the Big Brown Reunion Saturday evening. Half the Big Brown members of the VM and YWCA will go through the same routine at the gymnasium from 7:30 p.m. to 8:30 p.m.

Meeting freshmen and their upper class "sibling" are: Dr. Howard Lowry, Dean; and Mr. and Mrs. Howland T. Simmons, Dean of women, Mrs. Warren Bland, Mawr; Mrs. Joan Bland, Wooster president; Ralph Upholsted, Associate president; Bruce Love.

Big Four senior Miss H. Smith and Bill Aher, vice-president of the VMCA, are coordinating for the reception and dance.

Catering Deadline Set

Orders for catering must be placed with Mrs. Problem at the Office of Food Service care week in advance of the event. Miss Darlene Goeller, director of food service, announced this deadline.

The deadline applies to all orders, paper goods, equipment, food supplies. Telephone 12500.

Men Have Slight Edge on Women As 320 Fresh Arrive on Campus

Gold and black were again "tops" at Wooster last weekend with the females binning off to question their way through a busy first week on campus.

Summer Repairs Include Union, Paths, Painting

"We haven't been exactly idle this summer," said Zoot Ramsey was impressed with the work on the mill. Students and members of the track and the rest of the men have been helping with the painting jobs.

New Troubleshooter Added to Campus... but Soon

"The more obvious improvements are two new residence areas, the Union, and a couple of new homes on the grounds. This has been a brief survey of the campus. But there are a few more repair work and new features added in the future.

The more obvious improvements are two new residence areas, the Union, and a couple of new homes on the grounds. This has been a brief survey of the campus. But there are a few more repair work and new features added in the future.

Save the Date for the annual Wooster Caravanserai and Broken Beers.

The book will be distributed to each student at the college for the new school year. For the benefit of all students, the new book is available in the spring.

Freshman Directories Available September 30th

Freshman Directories will be available in September 30th at the latest shipment from the new print office. It will be similar to the last year's Freshman Directory, says Vaughn.
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Summer Repair Councils Meet, Attend Campground

The men of '70 turned out 175 strong to lend a hand to work on the repair of the boys' dormitories. The dormitories were built in the summer of 1961. This is the first dormitory to receive major repairs. There are seven dormitories in total, and each dormitory will be worked on for a few days. The work will be done by a large crew of volunteers.

Seventy-second Band introduced the new program to the students in the Rotunda, and the crowd gathered around to listen to the music.

Friday evening the program was repeated on the main stage in the Student Union. The program included music, poetry, and a reading of the highlights of the Big Four Caravanserai and Broken Beers. The program was closed by the secretary of the Alden C. Lemke, president of the band.

Barker, Voelk, Wood of Prayer chairmen, and a committee including Dr. Donald E. Brown, Dr. Ralph Blandon, in addition, and Miss Glenny, a faculty member of the band, was in charge of the program. The program was concluded by the secretary and the group was led by Mr. Blandon, and the program was signed off by the secretary and the band.

Blaze Speaks For Week of Prayer

Announcement of the Work of Prayer speaker will be Mr. Eugene Glenny. He will speak on the evening of the 19th. The service will be held at the Auditorium, and the program will be repeated on the main stage in the Student Union. The program included music, poetry, and a reading of the highlights of the Big Four Caravanserai and Broken Beers. The program was closed by the secretary of the Alden C. Lemke, president of the band.

Barker, Voelk, Wood of Prayer chairmen, and a committee including Dr. Donald E. Brown, Dr. Ralph Blandon, in addition, and Miss Glenny, a faculty member of the band, was in charge of the program. The program was concluded by the secretary and the group was led by Mr. Blandon, and the program was signed off by the secretary and the band.

All-Campus Picnic Sat., 25-400

All-Campus Picnic Sat., 25-400, complemented by a 10th All-Campus picnic Sat., 24-400 in Highland Park.

All students who are invited to attend their program, a picnic on the banks of the Potomac River. Captain Park. Fredman and junior picnic invitation will be arranged to meet the next.

VONDA under the leadership of Bill Pope, this committee will be the community service this year in cooperation with the VONA. December 02
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Save the Date for the annual Wooster Caravanserai and Broken Beers.

The book will be distributed to each student at the college for the new school year. For the benefit of all students, the new book is available in the spring.
As We Say It... SENSITIVE ADMINISTRATION Three hundred students were on the out- side for impassioned hangovers about the free speech issue on campus. University personnel are now seeing several new free speech, some of them in groups of twenty or more, as the university administration and police have no way to control them. The students who went out were mostly from the Wooster loss intercollegiate athletics — won their third straight game last week. They were sensitive to the exposed needs and wants of society, and the administration is prepared to allow them to express their feelings. Thank the powers-they be for this most recent demonstration of their desire to keep everyone happy.

Here we go again

"The college will indicate the sum of the dollar" — so the expression goes. It could be another "day, another dollar," or "day, another holiday." In short, there are many ways of saying that the college is trying to keep up with inflation. The students at the University of Wooster are officially under the big question mark. The big question mark is that the students are confronted with the unanswerable question: How do they feel about these concerns?

"The program will be different," said the college" was the prevalent statement last week. The real concern was that it might not be different. The students are already aware of the possibilities of the program. Some students were skeptical, others were excited, but everyone was aware of the possibility that the program might not be different.

"The program will be different," said the college. The students were skeptical. They were excited. Everyone was aware of the possibility that the program might not be different. Still, the students were eager to see what would happen.
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Wooster's Cross Country Aspirants
Answer Coach Munson's Whistle
Coach Munson's "hurry-up" whistle is now being heard penetrating the late afternoon air which means that his hurries are taking to the open road. It sounded yesterday for the first calling and will be heard ringing clear and shell over hill and dale for more than a week during the days of autumn. The coach will not wait on all veterans and any new athletes who wish to also train. They mustered their equipment and lined up for practice yesterday. By early next week, the first dregs of the new team will be seen. Their progress goes fast in their training program. The club began their four-ward jessies with their "very tough to be the school of his looking to the future by having his second hurrying season this year by running over the cross country course to build up their stamina.

Johnson has had Hurst
The hurries now running through the halls are by Bill Johnson, a third year varsity man, Jack Long, Dave Jacobs, and John Talbot reported to clean up their act for their second year experience. The only law hurrier on the team, who was a two year varsity man, who has been awarded fellowships and

Gene Derrico, former University of Michigan backfield,

Gene Derrico Assistts Shipe and Instructs Varsity Backfield
Throughout the past week, spectators at the daily football practices have noticed the presence of a tall, well-built young man clad in white tux suit, handle, bell, and football pants instructing the crew of Wooster hurriers in the art of devorative backfield-offs, spin'er plays, double reverses, and fake buck.

Coach Shipe
It took only a few minutes for the young man to be noticed by the veteran hurriers. "Why, that's Derrico doing the hurrying," was a logical guess of identification made by his former classmates. "He just couldn't stay away, and he's good. Coach Shipe himself owns it. "They were quick to study the game and that is really the game."".

Early Experience
Born in Philadelphia, Shipe graduated from Ohio Northern. For his starting job he was a fullback for Ohio State, a little school in northern Ohio. "The school was so small, and Shipe, "he was not only a coach but he was a great player, he even had to coach five subjects." It seems that there were only twelve-students in the whole school and thirteen of these were on the basketball team. "We never played anyone who had a school less than twice the size of ours."

In 1927 he was appointed line coach at Franciscan High School, and from there he went to Athens, Ohio as head coach. It was in 1928 and following that he made his name in football, for it was at this time that he kept the Defense at bay, and from there he went to DeVry College, where he studied the game of football.

Game plan for the next two years, Shipe plans a hitch in the north, where he may play in Maine State's first game "next fall. Following his discharge he purchased an auto for more successful seasons, after which he was the head coach bringing part of the time he spent in New England, "as he thinks the school be more successful, he means, "Well, we look pretty new in the outside, but it must remain to be seen what we do on the field of battle." Together with Art Murray, who has been coaching for a number of years, they will now take over the football squad, and John Hugley, who is supervising the hurrying squad, to keep the school going in the squad's period for the remainder of the year. At the end of the season, they have made a very successful year of it. The little team is left unsaid at their meeting to produce a winning man. The Voice receives the excitement of the campus by winning the title a few seasons ago and Phil Shipe a long and successful season may here at Wooster.

Coach Shipe Shipes Grid Squad, Looks Hopfully For Good Year
by Bob Clark
If spring is the time when a young man's fancy turns to love, then autumn is the season when the eyes of all the campus turn toward the gridiron to watch the helmet-clad eleven of the loved alma mater roll into action once again. So it is this year at Wooster, as students and faculty alike wait with anxious anticipation the arrival of another football season.

This year Wooster is making no move to put the black and gold on the rivalry again after several successful seasons. The main story of the time is going to Phil Shipe at head football coach.

Fine Colleague Job
Mr. Shipe comes to Wooster with a bar none behind him as at Defiance High School. It is his first break at coaching in the college line and he is here with the intent of making a real go of it. From his high up high on a possible share of the game for him the drives the practice through the most methodical and logical which are the developers of the smoothest teaching web, that he is going to use. His recruiting eyes are alert to pick up the little midgets in each and every play that make the moves between a successful offensive and an ineffective one of "getting through the passes." He has gained the respect of his team with his elaborate knowledge of the game and his ability to handle the players. The result of the man is, the team is, with the going will. A good college. Coach Shipe himself says, "They were quick to study the game of football and that is really the game.”

No Question About it
Why was it in 1937 that his reputation for covering a ball and for fast armed his Honolulu position on several All-America football teams. It seemed that "I was to be his big year. Poor decided otherwise, however, and during the first year of his attendance at Michigan State, Paul pulled the injured Won, Shipe and was forced to remain on the assistants for a good part of the season.

This year the team must be going for the title with the call of Wooster. Coach Shipe and his assistants are doing their duties in state, but the team is left unsaid at their meeting to produce a winning man. The Voice receives the excitement of the campus by winning the title a few seasons ago and Phil Shipe a long and successful season may here at Wooster.

FOR YOUR
DRUG-STORE NEEDS

HUSKOFF DRUGS
WOOSTER HOTEL BLDG.

Laudium 1/4 Hour
402 S. Liberty St. (Corry)

Double Feature Attraction to Welcome you with Value!

"Lower the Cost of Drinking Well" Complete Line of Men's Wear

"Your Health" The Best To Town

When downtown drop in to our modern Dairy Bar and refresh yourself with Delicious Dairy Products

“To Your Health" Ideal Dairy
133 N. Bever - Phone 319

BRENNER BROS.
NEAR THE SQUARE
Senate Vote Postponed to Oct. 26

To Give Fresh Time for Choice

The College of Wooster’s student body general election scheduled for September 28 has been postponed until October 6. Bruce Love, president of the Student Senate, announced today.

Love explained that the later election date would facilitate a longer opportunity for the freshmen to make up their minds as to whom of their classmates were qualified to hold responsible administrative positions within their class and the Student Senate.

Petitions Monday

Miss Dorie unarmed, chairman of the Student senate committee, pointed out that the changing election dates would also require the moving of dates for filing petitions and holding the primary election. Petitions will be available Monday, September 21, at 1 p.m. at shirts and Hall and must be returned to Babcock by 6 p.m. on Wednesday, September 23. The primary election will be held October 3.

The ‘Boy’ has originally announced these dates as September 30, 51, and 52, respectively.

Petitions will be available for the four class officers in each of the four classes, one representative from each of the classes, one freshmen class, one freshmen class, and one member of the WIGA administrative board, and two freshmen women in the WIGA initial board.

Each petition must have at least ten signatures of the signatures of the eligible voters for that particular office.

Procedures Changed

Procedures for obtaining petitions and other pertinent information concerning the College of Wooster’s Government body will be explained at all freshmen conferences, September 21, by members of the Student Senate.

No petitioning for the primary and final elections will be accepted in the Voter’s next issue, Love said. He declared this for the benefit of the student welfare. No previous workers would no longer be allowed.

Love said the freshmen class is given as much of an opportunity to崭起 themselves as any other class in matters of social and academic affairs, but, to make the best use of this privilege, the freshmen class must carefully consider the qualifications of those running for office.

We Particularly Invite

FRESHMEN

TO

THE LARGEST CLOTHING STORE IN THE COUNTRY

FOR A TOWN THE SIZE OF WOOSTER

The College Clothes for Over 50 Years

NICK AMSTER

Hat Shop & Men’s Clothier

CRUM’S ON THE SQUARE

RADIO — PHONOGRAPH — RECORDS

IN WOOSTER

DIAMONDS ▲ WATCHES

STERLING ▲ CHINA

CRYSTAL ▲ JEWELRY

Complete Line of Jewelry

There Are Prices To Fit Any Student’s Budget at

5.95

CLASSIC BLOUSES

For Campus Wardrobes

*Pictures above Classic long-sleeve shirt blouses in rayon tissue faille. Fashioned by Judy Bond for your collegiate wardrobe. Convertible collar, French cuffs and self-tone pearl buttons. Sizes 12 to 40.

Cope nylon blouses by Judy Bond in carefully tailored styles. White, gold, pink or blue. Sizes 32 to 38. 3.05

The William Amnat Co.

PUBLIC SQUARE — PHONE 920